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Project description 
 
Many modern cars have a display used for general information and GPS navigation. 
Showing the view of a backward looking camera is often used to help driver with parking 
maneuvers. Ultrasound sensors are used to detect the close objects as additional help. 
The driver could be further assisted if the close objects in the image are detected and 
highlighted. Furthermore, a 3D representation of the scene would be useful such that it 
could be viewed from a different viewing angle. To do so, camera images need to be 
analyzed and possibly combined with the ultrasound sensors. Reliable depth estimates 
could be further used to improve current automatic parking systems (e.g in Toyota Lexus 
or VW Touran). 
 
Goal 
 
Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) is a technique used by autonomous 
vehicles to build up a map within an unknown environment while at the same time 
keeping track of their current position. It also provides a framework for combining input 
from different sensors. The goal of the assignment is to design a system for obtaining an 
accurate depth map of the environment behind a vehicle using the backward looking 
camera and possibly other sensors. How such information could be used to assist the 
driver, needs also to be investigated further. 
 
Requires 
 

• programming skills (C/Matlab) 
• good mathematical skills 
• followed courses related to image processing and/or probabilistic reasoning 
• ready to explore and set-up own experiments in a car 

 
Cost coverage scheme 
 
Living costs covered according to the standard NXP student scheme. Part of the 
accommodation and travel cost are also covered. 
 


